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1.  How to set Part conditions 

In this chapter, how to set the Analyzer Alignment Part conditions is described. 

 

1.1  Setting conditions 

Set the basic conditions in the Analyzer Alignment dialog box. 

 

Fig. 1.1.1  Analyzer Alignment dialog box 

 

Analyzer name Select the analyzer unit to be used for the alignment from 

Ge(400)x2, Ge(220)x2, or U-SAXS. 

     2.1 Ge(400)x2 ,  Ge(220)x2 

     2.2 U-SAXS 

Align at 2-theta = 0 deg Executes the alignment at 2-theta = 0 deg (direct beam). 

Align at the current position Executes the alignment at the current axis position. 

Tip: Select the analyzer alignment condition from Align at 2-theta = 0 deg or Align 

at the current position. In ordinary cases, select Align at 2-theta = 0 deg. 

 If you wish to execute the analyzer alignment at the refined reflection position 

using Rocking Curve Pre-Measurement Part etc., select Align at the current 

position. 

 

Wavelength Displays the wavelength of the incident x-rays obtained in the 

current optics. 

Execute Executes the analyzer alignment under the conditions specified 

in the Analyzer Alignment dialog box. 

 CAUTION: Clicking the Cancel button after executing the analyzer 

alignment does not cancel the specified conditions. 
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Tip: The analyzer alignment is executed with the Analyzer Alignment dialog box 

open. While the analyzer alignment is running, the Part conditions cannot be 

changed. They can be changed again after the alignment has been completed. 

 The setting of  (Show confirmation messages) on the flow bar becomes 

invalid. 

OK Sets the conditions and closes the dialog box. 

 CAUTION: When switching the task to the Package Measurement 

task or Manual Control task, the specified conditions will 

be cancelled. To save the specified conditions in a file, click 

the Save as button on the flow bar and save the conditions 

as a macro measurement conditions file. 

 

Cancel Does not set the conditions and closes the dialog box. 

? Opens the online help of this Part. 
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2.  Analyzer Alignment sequence 

 

2.1 Ge(400)x2 ,  Ge(220)x2 

The analyzer alignment is performed automatically. However, the analyzer unit, etc. must be 

installed (or removed) manually as instructed by messages displayed on the screen. 

Described below is the general analyzer alignment sequence when Align at 2-theta = 0 deg is 

selected for Analyzer alignment conditions. 

 

(1) Drive each axis of the goniometer to the initial position (theta_s = 0.0, theta_d = 0.0). 
Drive the Z axis to –4 mm. 

Adjust each slit width as shown in Fig. 2.1.1. 

 

Fig. 2.1.1  Setting of the initial positions of the goniometer axes 

 

(2) Remove the optical device adaptor and install the analyzer unit. 

Drive the Zd axis to –5 mm. 

 

Fig. 2.1.2  Installation of analyzer unit 

 

(3) Scan the omega_a axis, and drive the omega_a axis to the peak position. 

 

Fig. 2.1.3  Alignment based on omega_a scan 
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(4) Set the RS2 width to 1 mm. 

Scan the Zd axis, and drive the Zd axis to the peak position. 

 

Fig. 2.1.4  Alignment based on Zd scan 

 

(5) Scan the 2-theta (theta_d) axis, and drive the 2-theta axis to the peak position. The position 

determined here is the current zero position of the 2-theta axis. Set the 2-theta zero offset value 

so that the position is 0°. 

 

Fig. 2.1.5  Alignment based on 2-theta scan 

 

(6) Drive the Z axis to the reference position (factory default). 

 

Fig. 2.1.6  Driving the Z axis to the reference position 
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2.2 U-SAXS 

The analyzer alignment is performed automatically. However, the analyzer unit, etc. must be 

installed (or removed) manually as instructed by messages displayed on the screen. 

Described below is the general analyzer alignment sequence when Align at 2-theta = 0 deg is 

selected for Analyzer alignment conditions. 

 

(1) Drive each axis of the goniometer to the initial position (theta_s = 0.0, theta_d = 0.0). 
Drive the Z axis to –4 mm. 

Adjust each slit width as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. 

 

Fig. 2.2.1  Setting of the initial positions of the goniometer axes 

 

(2) Remove the optical device adaptor and install the analyzer unit. 

Drive the Zd axis to 0 mm. 

 

Fig. 2.2.2  Installation of analyzer unit 

 

(3) Scan the omega_a axis, and drive the omega_a axis to the peak position. 

 

Fig. 2.2.3  Alignment based on omega_a scan 
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(4) Insert the U-SAXS receiving slit (U-SAXS RS) into the Receiving slit box #2. 

Scan the Zd axis, and drive the Zd axis to the peak position. 

 

Fig. 2.2.4  Alignment based on Zd scan 

 

(5) Scan the 2-theta (theta_d) axis, and drive the 2-theta axis to the peak position. The position 

determined here is the current zero position of the 2-theta axis. Set the 2-theta zero offset value 

so that the position is 0°. 

 

Fig. 2.2.5  Alignment based on 2-theta scan 

 

(6) Drive the Z axis to the reference position (factory default). 

 

Fig. 2.2.6  Driving the Z axis to the reference position 
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